Noris digital jumbo:
Writing, drawing and erasing – this
digital jumbo pencil makes it possible
Soft
digital eraser

The Noris digital jumbo from STAEDTLER is a wood-cased stylus in a compact jumbo format –
made in Germany. The stylus comes in an ergonomic, triangular shape and with a soft, digital
eraser at its end. Thanks to its thicker shape, it is particularly suitable for children. This digital
pencil can be used on displays of devices with EMR technology.

Ergonomic
triangular shape

Tradition meets
innovation
The look and feel of the
stylus are based on the
classic, yellow and
black striped Noris
pencil from STAEDTLER.
With its ergonomic triangular shape, the compact
length (140 mm) and the soft, non-slip surface, the
Noris digital jumbo lies comfortably in the hand. This
promotes a natural writing position, just like a normal
pencil. The use on displays is easy and intuitive –
even for children.

Advanced
With the soft eraser at the end of
the pencil errors can be quickly
corrected – simply by turning the
stylus around.

Innovative
Wacom lead

No charging, no pairing
Independent

Clever
The stylus comes with an innovative
Wacom lead and operates on the basis
of EMR technology (electromagnetic
resonance). Thanks to palm rejection,
the hand can rest ergonomically on
the device while writing and drawing.

Precise
0.7 mm
point

Anywhere, anytime: the innovative Noris digital jumbo
works without a battery and so never needs to be
charged. In addition, it does not need to be paired
with the device or require a driver to be installed.

Soft, non-slip surface
Innovative material

Complatible with
EMR technology

The barrel with its soft, non-slip
surface is made from the innovative wood-based material WOPEX.
The wood content comes from
PEFC-certified German forests.

Creative & effective

More information & models

Thanks to the precise, replaceable
0.7 mm point and the flexible
writing angles between 40 and
140 degrees, writing and drawing
on the display becomes a real
experience. Thanks to the 4,096
pressure levels, the line width of a stroke can be intuitively
varied – just like with a pencil.

Find the full compatibility list for end devices here:
www.staedtler.com/norisdigital
In addition to this stylus, there is also the Noris digital classic
(Art. No.: 180 22-1) – the slim classic in a hexagonal shape.

www.staedtler.com/norisdigital

